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A 256 × 256, 100-kfps, 61% Fill-Factor
SPAD Image Sensor for Time-Resolved

Microscopy Applications
Istvan Gyongy , Neil Calder, Member, IEEE, Amy Davies, Neale A. W. Dutton, Member, IEEE,

Rory R. Duncan, Colin Rickman, Paul Dalgarno, and Robert K. Henderson, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— A 256 × 256 single-photon avalanche diode
image sensor operating at 100 kfps with fill factor of 61% and
pixel pitch of 16 µm is reported. An all-nMOS 7T pixel allows
gated operation down to 4 ns and ∼600-ps fall time with
on-chip delay generation. The sensor operates with 0.996
temporal aperture ratio in rolling shutter. Gating and cooling
allow the suppression of dark noise, which, in combination
with the high fill factor, enables competitive low-light per-
formance with electron multiplying charge-coupled devices
while offering time-resolved imaging modes.

Index Terms— CMOS single-photon avalanche diode
(SPAD), quanta image sensor, single-photon counting
(SPC), switched current source (SCS) counter.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INGLE-PHOTON avalanche diode(SPAD) image sen-
sors offer photon shot noise limited performance with

picosecond timing resolution for applications in fluorescence
lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), time-of-flight (ToF)
3-D imaging, and spectroscopy [1]. One of the key parameters
of the devices is the external quantum efficiency (EQE),
traditionally defined as the ratio of the photoelectrons pro-
duced by a pixel to the number of photons incident on
the pixel area. For SPADs, EQE can be considered as the
number of SPAD firings to incident photons, and has been
historically limited by the low fill factor and large pixel pitches
required by the complex digital pixel electronics necessary to
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count and time the SPAD pulses. Analog circuit approaches
or single-bit quanta pixels have considerably simplified the
pixel electronics replacing counting or full-well capacity with
oversampled readout and external frame summation [2], [3].
The resulting improvements in EQE have been considerable
but are still an order of magnitude lower than the best elec-
tron multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) or back-
side illuminated (BSI) sCMOS sensors. Further improvements
in sensitivity are therefore required to match EMCCD or
sCMOS performance in low-light imaging applications, such
as single molecule localization microscopy, and to attain faster
FLIM and ToF acquisition than is possible with existing
SPAD sensors.

One of the ways of increasing the EQE is to apply high
excess bias voltage to the SPAD, resulting in improved
SPAD photon detection probability (PDP). However, the gains
that can be achieved (before the PDP saturates) may be limited,
and the approach necessitates measures such as capacitative
or cascode coupling [4], [5] are required to enable integration
with front-end circuits, which can then impact the fill factor of
the array. Ultimately, to achieve high EQE, the fill factor has
to be optimized. Design approaches to facilitate this include
stacking and BSI [6], and microlensing [3]. The potential
downsides are a changed spectral response when moving
to a stacked structure, and possible uneven coupling, and
fabrication challenges, resulting from a microlens array. In the
device presented in this paper, the fill factor is enhanced by
the optimization of the detector and pixel circuit. The resulting
sensor (Fig. 1) achieves a peak EQE of around 24% at 480 nm
and 3-V excess bias, which is one of the highest reported
values among SPAD image sensors. A consequence of having
a large detector active area is increased dark count noise,
compared to moving to a smaller pixel pitch and recovering
fill factor using microlenses. However, in the SPAD structure
adopted here, the dark count rate (DCR) can be substantially
reduced by cooling, as widely used in scientific cameras.

The device, fabricated using STMicroelectronics’ 130-nm
imaging process technology [7], was first described in [8],
and is presented here in expanded form with new microscopy
results and additional characterization. A 7T all-nMOS pixel
with 16-µm pitch is designed, achieving 61% fill factor,
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Fig. 1. Micrograph of image sensor and cross section of SPAD structure.

Fig. 2. Comparison with a representative set of existing SPAD sensors,
indicating the fill factor achieved at different pixel sizes. (Native, non-
microlensed, fill factors are plotted).

which compares well not only with state-of-the-art multip-
ixel photon counters, but also densely packed nonimaging
silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) arrays (see Fig. 2). Pixel bias
voltage settings allow simultaneous optimization of readout
settling time while achieving a 4-ns gate with a uniformly
distributed ∼600-ps fall time. The frame rate of 100 kfps
ensures that there is practically no readout pile-up, and hence
no loss of photons, in typical microscopy usage scenarios of
around 10-k photons/s/pixel at output aggregate video rates
of 10 frames/s.

II. SENSOR ARCHITECTURE

The sensor is implemented in 130-nm 1P4M CMOS image
sensor technology; a 90-nm process is used for back-end
metallization. With the maximization of fill factor being a
priority in the design of the chip, deep N-well sharing is
used between pairs of SPAD rows (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the
compact 7T all-nMOS pixel architecture depicted in Fig. 3
is implemented. This is a reduced version of the 9T pixel
in [9], optimized here for binary operation. A ≈10-fF memory
capacitor C , formed using metal fringe capacitance to ground,
is used to store the binary output of either 0 (no detected
photon) or 1 (for at least one detected photon). The pixels are
readout via dynamic comparators at the ends of the columns
(situated in an alternating top/bottom pattern) with a 40-ns line
time (Fig. 4). Readout noise is negligible due to the large
voltage swing resulting from a photon detection. To reduce
pixel supply droop at high photon detection rates, the supplies

Fig. 3. Pixel architecture, highlighting the voltage nodes SPAD, VG,
and VC.

VHV, SPADGND, and VDD are gridded with as much metal
as possible without affecting the fill factor. A 64-bit-wide,
100-MHz digital output bus is used to read the bit-plane
data off-chip at 6.4 Gb/s. Each output bus serves four pixel
columns, transferred using 4-bit serializers. The range of pixel
row readout may be reduced to a region of interest (ROI) to
increase the frame rate. Exposures are captured using rolling or
global electronic shutter. An on-chip programmable time-gate
generator produces a global gate signal triggered by an exter-
nal sync signal. The individual line reset and read signals are
generated by a linear shift register. In the test results presented
here, the necessary control and clocking signals (and chip
configuration) for acquiring image frames were handled by a
field-programmable gate array board (Opal Kelly XEM6310).
The board is capable of continuous data streaming, at rates
of >100 Mb/s, when the on-board SDRAM chip is used as
an output buffer.

With the raw output consisting of binary frames, or bit
planes, captured at a fast rate, the sensor can be considered
as an example of a quanta image sensor [10] (in other words,
an oversampled binary camera). Conventionally, “grayscale”
frames can be produced by aggregating bit planes in time
and/or space. This offers flexibility in (off-chip) image compo-
sition, and different methods of aggregation may be preferable
depending on the application, including the following.

1) Adaptive Summation [11]: Rather than summing fixed
groups of bit planes in time, a longer sum is used for
static regions of a scene (to get high bit depth), and
shorter sum is used for dynamic regions to prevent
motion blur.

2) Signal-Only Summation [12]: A signal-only sum is
carried out for blinking objects within a scene, so that
background noise is minimized.

3) Motion-Compensated Summation [13]: Bit planes are
transformed (e.g., shifted in space) prior to aggregation
to compensate for motion artifacts.

Regardless the method of aggregation, there is no additional
noise penalty, due to the absence of read noise on the indi-
vidual bit planes. Furthermore, the shot noise on low photon
count images may be compressed using postprocessing [14].

An important performance metric for low-light imagers is
the temporal aperture ratio (TAR) [15], so the percentage of
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Fig. 4. Readout architecture and schematic of comparators.

the time that a sensor is able to collect/detect photons, when
taking a sequence of images. Strictly speaking, in the case of
a SPAD sensor, the TAR should encompass the SPAD dead
time. However, in low-light applications such as life science
fluorescence microscopy (where the photon detection rate is
typically <0.1 photons/pixel/bit plane), there is negligible
readout pile-up (from binary counting), let alone dead-time
pile-up (SPAD saturation). Thus, in rolling shutter mode (with
back-to-back exposures at the native frame rate of 100 kfps),
the TAR is only impacted by the line readout time of 40 ns,
resulting in a high ratio of 0.996. This is useful in photon
starved applications, where ideally a sensor should be con-
stantly “aware” and collecting photons.

EMCCD and intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD)
sensors typically have much lower TAR values (as low as
0.5 depending on the frame rate) due to significant readout
dead time. While ICCD devices are capable of gating, they
cannot operate with a rolling shutter, which in the case
of SPADs enables an efficient gated operation in terms of
minimizing the total acquisition time.

III. PIXEL OPERATION AND GATING

The pixel circuit is shown in Fig. 3 and has four main parts:
1) a SPAD with passive quenching, which produces a

voltage pulse whenever the SPAD triggers;
2) time-gating circuitry;
3) a switched current source (SCS), controlled by the time-

gated SPAD pulse, which discharges capacitor C;
4) a source follower to buffer the voltage VC of the

capacitor onto the column line.
The quench voltage VQ and source voltage VS have significant
bearing on the operation of the circuit, especially on the rise
time of the time gate. As indicated in Fig. 5, SPAD pulses
have a relatively long tail, so to achieve sharp time gating, one

Fig. 5. Example voltage waveforms for pixel circuitry, indicating the effect
of varying VQ and VS. As a result of the time gate shown, only the tail
of the second SPAD pulse is seen at VG, and as it is lower than VS plus
the transistor threshold voltage VT, the pulse is not registered.

must ensure that only SPAD events where the main pulse—
rather than just the tail of the response—falls within the
time gate enable signal are registered. Increasing VQ shortens
the tail of the SPAD pulse, while increasing VS raises the
voltage threshold required to activate the SCS. Both actions
therefore result in the actuation of the current source becoming
increasingly reliant on the peak of the SPAD pulse, leading to
sharper gating. However, too high a VQ or VS, and the current
source will not be switched ON for long enough (if at all), or
draw away enough charge from VC, for all SPAD pulses to be
registered. Loss of sensitivity therefore occurs, necessitating a
careful balance to be struck in the choice of VQ and VS.

Figs. 6 and 7 show experimental data showing the effect
of VS and VQ, respectively, on the effective time gate. The
results were obtained by imaging the diffused light from a
pulsed laser (Hamamatsu PLP-10 with 650-nm wavelength,
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Fig. 6. Time gate profile for varying VS (VQ = 1.3 V and VHV = 16 V).
Each data point corresponds to the mean pixel value, calculated for the
whole array, based on 1000 bit-plane exposures. At high VS, the time
gate edges are seen to become “eroded,” indicating a loss in sensitivity.

Fig. 7. Time-gate profile for varying VQ (VS = 0.6 V and VHV = 16 V).
Data points refer to the mean pixel value over the whole array. The
results indicate that a 4-ns time gate (full-width at half-maximum) with
∼600-ps fall time is achievable.

<100-ps pulse duration laser head), whose sync signal,
delayed in time by a delay generator (SRS DG645), was used
to trigger the time gate of the sensor. For each voltage setting,
the time delay was swept across a range of values to obtain
the time gate profile. The results indicate an optimized time
gate that is comparable to other SPAD image sensors [16], and
is ideal for selectively time gating the common fluorophores
used in microscopy, which typically have a fluorescent lifetime
between 0.5 and 4 ns [17]. The temporal mismatches in
the rising and falling edges of the time gate across are
characterized in Figs. 8 and 9; offsets of 3 ns and ≈500 ps are
seen, respectively. In the case of the leading edge, the profile of
the mismatch may be explained by self-heating on the sensor
affecting the SPAD dead time, whereas for the falling edge,
the transit time of the gate signal (introduced from the left
side of the array) is observed.

Aside from its role in optimizing the time gate, another
important function of VS is reducing the voltage swing on
VC and thereby accelerating settling on the column line,
thus increasing the frame rate. Furthermore, an elevated

Fig. 8. Mismatch in rising edge of time gate, in terms of time to rise
above half maximum (VS = 0.6 V, VQ = 1.3 V, and VHV = 16 V).

Fig. 9. Mismatch in falling edge of time gate, in terms of time to fall
below half maximum (VS = 0.6 V, VQ = 1.3 V, and VHV = 16 V).

VS practically eliminates pixel leakage, as the MOS M5 is
then in the cutoff region, minimizing electron transfer between
drain and source.

IV. NOISE AND NONUNIFORMITIES

The main source of noise affecting exposures is the DCR, or
spurious firing rate, of the pixels, due to thermal generation
effects. The level of DCR is dependent on both the excess
bias applied to the SPADs (the bias above reverse breakdown
voltage) and temperature. Fig. 10 shows the median DCR
for different excess bias values, as the chip cooled from
room temperature down to −5 °C using a Peltier device. The
DCR is seen to reduce by an order of magnitude as a result of
cooling. This is consistent with [18] involving similar SPAD
structures, which suggested a halving of DCR for every 8 °C
temperature drop. By operating the camera in gated mode,
the effective DCR is further reduced, in proportion to the
duty cycle of the time gate. Assuming a 10-ns time gate, at
10-MHz repetition rate and 1.5-V excess bias, we get a median
dark count of around 60 Hz at −5 °C, enabling an intrascene
dynamic range [10], when aggregating 10-µs bit-plane
exposures, of ≈20 dB × log(1/(6 × 10−4)) = 64.4 dB.

Optical crosstalk is another significant noise source in
closely packed SPAD arrays. It is caused by hot carriers gen-
erated in avalanche event recombining and emitting photons
which are then, in turn, absorbed by neighboring SPADs,
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Fig. 10. Median DCR plotted as a function of temperature at different
excess bias settings. Inset shows the cumulative distribution of the dark
count at 1.5-V excess bias and 20°.

Fig. 11. Approximate crosstalk probability map, as obtained at room
temperature and 1.5-V excess bias, based on 116 hot pixels (with DCRs
between 1 and 10 MHz).

triggering additional avalanches. In the present SPAD sensor,
direct measurement of crosstalk is not possible, as the output
of the detectors cannot be directly probed (nor can they be
individually enabled). An approximate, indirect approach was
therefore adopted. A DCR map was created by summing a
sequence of 2 × 106 bit planes obtained in dark conditions
(the dark counts being linearized to account for logarithmic
compression [19]). Hot pixels were then identified, and the
average rise in counts in adjacent pixels was determined. The
resulting estimates for the crosstalk probability, measured at
an excess bias of 1.5 V, are given in Fig. 11. They indicate
a maximum probability of around 4%, which increases to
approximately 10% at 3-V excess bias. This is in line with the
mean crosstalk probability of 4% between nearest neighbors,
as measured in [20] for a similar SPAD structure (although
with a slightly lower fill factor of 48.5%). It is interesting to
note that crosstalk is mostly confined to within the “paired”
rows of the array, so it tends to occur through the shared
N-well, and not the nMOS electronics. A potential technique
for addressing crosstalk is deep trench isolation [21], as
commonly used in SiPMs.

Fig. 12. Sum of 2 × 106, 2-µs bit-plane exposures under uniform
illumination at a wavelength of 550 nm, at room temperature and excess
bias of 1.5 V. A DCR map has been subtracted from the image frame,
and hot pixels (≈1% of pixels) are interpolated over. Inset shows the
maximum likelihood Gaussian fit to the histogram of pixel values.

Another source of correlated noise is SPAD afterpulsing,
due to carriers that get trapped during an avalanche process,
and are then released, triggering another avalanche. In a binary
SPAD sensor operated in nongated configuration, afterpulses
will tend to occur within the same exposure as the original
pulse (due to an exposure time � SPAD dead time), in which
case they are not counted. The impact is therefore likely to be
small. In time-gated operation, afterpulsing has the effect of
introducing additional uncertainty (reduced sharpness) in the
leading edge of the time gate.

The uniformity in the response of the array was measured
uniform illumination resulting in a median photon detection
rate of around 50 kHz/pixel (Fig. 12). The standard devia-
tion in the response, after DCR correction, is found to be
around 1.1% at wavelengths of 450 and 550 nm. It is likely
that most of this variability arises from differences in the
SPAD breakdown voltages between individual detectors.

Due to the irregular spacing of the detectors (the
centers being 16 µm apart in the x-direction; the spacing
alternating between 13.41 and 18.59 µm in the y-direction),
another nonuniformity to account for is in the modulation
transfer function (MTF) of the sensor (quantifying the
magnitude response to different spatial frequencies). The
detector MTF was computed numerically, approximating
the active areas as squares with uniform photon detection
efficiency. According to this calculation, the MTF along y is
10% higher than that in x at the Nyquist sampling frequency
(0.79 versus 0.72).

V. MICROSCOPY RESULTS

A. Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging

The sensor was used to image a Convallaria rhizome test
slide (AS321, Johannes Lieder, Germany) on an Olympus
IX71 microscope, with excitation being provided by a pulsed
laser (Picoquant LDH with 405-nm wavelength laser head)
set to a 5-MHz repetition rate. The sync signal from the laser
was supplied directly to the camera to trigger a 15-ns time
gate. Reference (nontime gated) images were captured the
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Fig. 13. Convallaria slide, as observed through a ×60 objective, and
imaged using (A) SPAD sensor (15-ns time gate, VHV = 16.5 V) in
the red channel, (B) sCMOS in the red channel, (C) SPAD (overlay of
red and green channels), and (D) fluorescence lifetime map estimated
from ten SPAD image frames, each obtained with a different time delay
with respect to the laser excitation. SPAD images are composed by
summing 25000, 10-µs bit-plane exposures (for a total exposure time
of 250 ms). Hot pixel and background compensation have been applied.

same field of view, by an sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu
ORCA-Flash4.0).

Fig. 13(A) shows the SPAD image that is obtained from
the red channel when the camera time gate encompasses the
fluorescent response of the sample. The image is comparable
to the corresponding sCMOS output [Fig. 13(B)], though the
latter does shown more detail, due to the smaller pixel size
(6.5-µm pixel pitch) of the sCMOS device. Furthermore, the
sCMOS image has less photon shot noise; the extracted total
photon count being around 10 times higher than that from the
SPAD device, which is explained by the relatively low SPAD
PDP at red wavelengths, and the sCMOS capturing photos
outside the SPAD time gate. Capturing SPAD images in both
the red and green channels and overlaying the two images
leads to Fig. 13(C), showing distinct green and red (or orange)
regions in the sample.

The advantage of the SPAD device is the ability to charac-
terize the fluorescent response of the specimen, by sliding the
time gate with respect to the laser pulse. In this case, a set
of ten image frames were obtained, the delay of the time gate
being increased in steps of 1.5 ns so as to capture the decay in
fluorescent response across the field of view. Pixel values were
binned in groups of 10 × 10, and an exponential fit, to describe
the resulting variation in time (i.e., estimate the fluorescence
lifetime). Fig. 13(D) compares the resulting lifetime map, over
a subregion of the field of view, to the corresponding two-
color intensity image. An apparent difference in lifetimes can
be seen between the mostly green and red dominated areas
of the sample. To assess the precision of lifetime estimates,
a similar imaging experiment was carried out on a cuvette
of fluorescein, with a time-correlated single-photon counting
sensor [22] providing a reference lifetime value of 3.90 ns
(R2 = 0.96). In comparison, the present sensor measured
a mean lifetime value of 3.92 ns, with a standard deviation
of 2% across the array (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Measuring the lifetime of a uniform fluorescein sample.
(A) Lifetime map obtained by moving a 15-ns time gate in 1-ns steps
(exploiting the sharper, falling edge), and composing ten image frames,
from 10000, 10-µs bit-plane exposures each, using 10 × 10 pixel binning.
(B) Histogram of lifetime estimates across the array. The pooled, temporal
standard deviation of the lifetime values for repeated measurements was
found to be approximately 1%.

Fig. 15. Tracking a fluorescent bead over a 100-ms time interval.
(A) First (blue) and last (yellow) images from SPAD camera. (Each image
is composed of 200, 25-µs bit planes, giving a 0.5-ms exposure.) (B) First
(blue) and last (yellow) images from sCMOS camera (5-ms exposure).
(C) Bead trajectories obtained with SPAD (colored line) and sCMOS (red
dashed line), the small dots indicating the localized bead position on
different image frames.

B. Bead Tracking

In this test, the SPAD and sCMOS cameras were used to
image a freely diffusing sample of 0.2-µm diameter, red flu-
orescent beads (FluoSpheres Carboxylate-Modified Microsph
eres). The beads were suspended in water, within a microchan-
nel at least 100 µm high and several millimeters in breadth
and width. Images were captured at room temperature,
with the SPAD and sCMOS coupled to the microscope via
a 50:50 beam splitter to enable simultaneous imaging of the
same field of view. With the aim being to track the position
of beads with high temporal resolution, the frame rate of the
sCMOS device was increased to 200 frames/s using pixel
binning and ROI cropping. With the SPAD camera, the frame
rate (and exposure time) is set in postprocessing, according to
the number of bit planes that is summed per image frame.
It is therefore possible to obtain a higher frame rate than
with the sCMOS device by reducing the level of aggregation.
This is illustrated in Fig. 15, which shows the results of
tracking a given fluorescent bead based on 2-kfps SPAD versus
200 frames/s sCMOS image frames. The results relate to
a 100-ms time period, with Fig. 15(A) and (B) show-
ing (overlaid) images of the bead at the start (blue) and
end (yellow) of this period, as captured with the SPAD
and sCMOS, respectively. (Note that the field of view has
been cropped for clarity.) Fig. 15(C) shows the trajectories
obtained with the two devices (using the TrackMate ImageJ
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF HIGH QUANTUM EFFICIENCY SPAD IMAGE SENSORS

plugin [23]). The SPAD camera (colored line) is seen to
capture the motion of the bead in considerably more detail
than the sCMOS (red dashed line). This is a consequence of
the mean free path of the Brownian motion of the particle
scaling with the square root of the time interval between
image frames. The 2-D mean free path is calculated from
the SPAD frames as 60 nm, which is similar to the nominal
value of 69 nm, as determined from theory [24]. The ability
to track particles with high temporal resolution is important
in a number of applications in microscopy, for example for
studying the motion of molecules in the context of intercellular
communication [25].

VI. SNR COMPARISON

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance of the camera,
in optimal conditions, was compared to the noise models
for other camera technologies. With the dark count, which
increases with exposure time, being the dominant source of
noise, collecting photons in “short bursts” is preferable from an
SNR perspective. Hence, the measurements were carried out
in gated operation, with a reasonably high number of incident
photons per time gate (∼0.25 photons per 15-ns time gate).
The dark count was further reduced by cooling the sensor
to −5°, making the dark count effectively negligible in com-
parison to true photon counts. A 450-nm continuous wave light
source was used, generated by filtering a white LED (Thorlabs
MCWHL5) with a 10-nm-wide bandpass filter (FB450-10).
The incident light intensity on the sensor was measured using a
calibrated power meter (Thorlabs PM200 with S120C sensor),
and converted to photon flux based on the wavelength of the
light.

Fig. 16 shows the SNR versus the mean number of incident
photons (also known as the photon transfer curve). The data
points, referring to a single pixel with median DCR, are based
on a sequence of one million bit-plane exposures (each with
a single, 15-ns time gate), acquired both with and without
illumination. The SNR values are calculated from the output
counts obtained by summing bit planes in groups of varying
sizes. For each grouping (consisting of N groups of M bit

Fig. 16. Comparison of the measured photon transfer curve for the
SPAD camera (at 3-V excess bias) with those of EMCCD, ICCD, and
sCMOS (based on noise models). The assumed camera parameters
(EQE, rms readout noise, gain, excess noise factor, and DCR) are as
follows: EMCCD = (90%, 20e−, 200, 1.41, 0.001 Hz), ICCD = (50%,
4.8e−, 200, 1.6, 0.1 Hz), and sCMOS = (80%, 1.4e−, 1, 1, 0.05 Hz).

planes, where N × M = 106), the SNR is then given by

SNR = mean(countlight ON) − mean(countlight OFF)√
var(countlight ON)

with the corresponding number of incident photons being
determined from the photon flux measurement.

Fig. 16 shows the comparison of the measured data points
from the SPAD sensor with the photon transfer curves of
EMCCD, ICCD, and sCMOS cameras, based on standard
noise models used in [26]. Comparable SNR performance is
observed, with the SPAD results lagging behind the EMCCD
model only by around a factor of 1.4, but surpassing the ICCD,
as well the sCMOS for low numbers of incident photons.

It is noted that the implied difference in performance
between the EMCCD and SPAD is in line with expecta-
tions given the specifications of the devices. The EQE of
the EMCCD may be almost four times higher than that of
the SPAD, but at typical EM gain settings (100–1000), the
EMCCD is subject to an excess noise factor that effectively
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halves the EQE. (More precisely, the shot noise variance is
amplified by a factor of 2.) This leads to a factor of 2 difference
in sensitivity between the EMCCD and SPAD, which translates
to a ×√

2 difference in SNR (assuming negligible dark count
and read noise in both devices). The fact that the SPAD data
points in Fig. 16 lie in a straight line confirms that the sensor
is shot noise limited, and read noise is negligible.

VII. CONCLUSION

A SPAD image sensor designed for microscopy has been
presented. By using compact pixels with binary output, the
sensor achieves a fill factor and EQE that is among the highest
in its class (Table I). The drawback of the large detector active
area is increased crosstalk and dark noise, though the latter can
be mitigated by cooling.

The sensor has the added functionality of time-resolved
imaging, based around an on-chip programmable time gate.
Potential applications therefore include FLIM as well as
intensity imaging where a strong background fluorescence is to
be suppressed through gating. The sensor also enables high-
speed particle tracking. Outside microscopy, applications in
ToF and quantum imaging are envisaged.
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